Never Programmed Before?

Please consider more relaxed paced intro courses:
- CIS 1051 - Python
- CIS 1057 - C

Seats still available.

if you don’t believe me . . .

from Fall 2017 CATEs:
- “Should not be an intro to programming course. I came in knowing nothing and so I had a really awful experience”
- “The labs were very intense and as a beginner in Java I was at tutoring 5 days a week.”
- “many of the people in my class have taken Java before in their high school, so it skews the averages of our class”
- “It was my first programming class ... because we moved at a fast pace, I had a hard time keeping up”
Getting Help

There are plenty of ways of getting extra help
▶ me
▶ your lab instructor
▶ peer tutors. schedule to be posted soon
▶ each other: Piazza invites posted soon

Collaboration

There are **no** group assignments in 1068

good sharing
Talking about:
▶ ideas
▶ algorithms
▶ general approaches to problems

bad sharing
Here’s my code for the first part of the assignment. Where’s your code for the 2nd part?

in short
The code you submit must be code you’ve written. You may **not** share code.